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Continuous evolution of the in-plane magnetic anisotropies with thickness
in epitaxial Fe films

M. Gester,a) C. Daboo, R. J. Hicken,b) S. J. Gray, A. Ercole, and J. A. C Bland
Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OHE, United Kingdom

~Received 24 August 1995; accepted for publication 22 March 1996!

We have studied the evolution of the magnetic in-plane anisotropy in epitaxial Fe/GaAs films of
both ~001! and ~1̄10! orientation as a function of the Fe layer thickness using the longitudinal
magneto-optic Kerr effect and Brillouin light scattering. Magnetization curves which are recorded
in situduring film growth reveal a continuous change of the net anisotropy axes with increasing film
thickness. This behavior can be understood to arise from the combination of a uniaxial and a cubic
in-plane magnetic anisotropy which are both thickness dependent. Structural analysis of the
substrate and Fe film surfaces provides insight into the contribution of atomic steps at the interfaces
to the magnetic anisotropy. Changing the degree of crystalline order at the Fe–GaAs interface
allows us to conclude that the magnetic anisotropies are determined by atomic scale order. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!04613-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In thin film systems, magnetic anisotropies profound
influence the magnetic behavior.1 Therefore, studies of the
magnetic anisotropies in single ferromagnetic films are a k
step in fully understanding the behavior of couple
multilayer systems which are composed of such single la
ers. This involves careful characterization of the film stru
ture and the interface morphology which strongly affect t
magnetic anisotropies. There are many different mechanis
which contribute to the magnetic anisotropy energy. T
magnetocrystalline anisotropy reflects the crystalline stru
ture of an epitaxial film. Due to the spin–orbit interaction
the energy of a spin depends on its orientation with respec
the crystal axes. Additional contributions to the magnet
crystalline anisotropy energy arise from the reduced coor
nation number of surface or step atoms.2 Strain in epitaxial
films can give rise to magnetoelastic anisotropy due to t
distortion of the crystal lattice.3 Shape anisotropy arises from
the dipolar fields which, in the case of a homogeneou
magnetized film, force the magnetization to lie in the plan
This effect is reduced by interface roughness.4

It is a challenging task to experimentally separate t
contributions from the above mechanisms from the to
magnetic anisotropy in thin films. In some cases only o
mechanism has been considered while neglecting ot
terms.5,6 More generally, separation is possible when th
thickness dependence or the symmetry is different for in
vidual anisotropy contributions. This has been done succe
fully in the case of surface and step anisotropies for F
W~110! films7 and for strain and surface anisotropies in fc
Co films on Cu~110!.8 For the latter system, it has recentl
been shown that in-plane, perpendicular, and bulk anisotro
energies may not be simply additive as is usually assume9

a!Present address: Department of Physics, University of York, York YO
5DD UK; Electronic mail: mg21@unix.york.ac.uk

b!Present address: Department of Physics, University of Exeter, Exeter E
4QL, UK.
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We carried out the firstin situ study of the magnetic
anisotropies in the Fe/GaAs system which is of considera
interest for applications.10 All previous studies of magnetic
properties in Fe/GaAs films were carried outex situ on a
number of different samples of fixed thickness. Magne
anisotropies of oxidized or Al-coated Fe films deposited
either GaAs~001! or ~1̄10! were investigated by Prinz and
co-workers usingex situ techniques such as ferromagnet
resonance ~FMR! and vibrating sample magnetometr
~VSM!.11,12 The magnetization reversal process in F
GaAs~001! films was studied using the magneto-optic Ke
effect~MOKE!.13,14No evidence for dominating perpendicu
lar anisotropy was found when studying the extraordina
Hall effect in Fe/GaAs films.15 This is in contrast to severa
monolayer thick Fe films on Ag~001!, for which a strong
perpendicular anisotropy was predicted16 and observed.17

In this article, we report a continuous evolution of th
in-plane magnetic anisotropies~IPMA! and the magnetiza-
tion in epitaxial Fe films on GaAs substrates of both~001!
and ~1̄10! orientation. We use the longitudinal MOKE in
order to monitor magnetization curves along different cry
tallographic directionsin situ during deposition. These mea
surements yield a qualitative thickness dependence of
IPMA for one single film on the same surface avoiding a
uncertainties due to different substrate morphologies. T
crystallographic structure of the Fe film surfaces is char
terized using electron diffraction@low-energy electron dif-
fraction ~LEED! and reflection high-energy electron diffrac
tion ~RHEED!# as described in detail elsewhere.18 After the
samples are protected with a Cr overlayer and removed fr
the growth system, the IPMA fields are quantitatively dete
mined using Brillouin light scattering~BLS!. In both, ~001!
and ~1̄10! oriented Fe films, we observe a cubic and
uniaxial IPMA. With increasing film thickness the streng
of these two contributions to the total IPMA varies diffe
ently. This leads to a directional change of the easy and h
magnetization axes with respect to the crystallographic a
in the film plane as the Fe layer grows thicker.

This article is organized as follows: The treatment of t
GaAs substrate surfaces prior to Fe deposition in vacu

1
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and the procedure of the Fe growth are described in Se
Results on the evolution of the magnetization curves and
IPMA as a function of Fe film thickness obtained within and
ex situmagnetometry techniques are presented in Sec. II
Sec. IV, thein situMOKE loops are analyzed in terms of th
anisotropy energy density and the thickness dependenc
the magnetic properties and possible origins of the unia
IPMA are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The majority of the Fe films studied here were depos
onto commercial GaAs wafers. In a few cases, As-cap
epilayers and special etch stop buffer layers grown on
commercial wafers were used as substrates to pro
samples for further investigations using transmission e
tron microscopy based techniques.14,19 It has been reported
previously that heating of the GaAs substrates to temp
tures above 600 °C prior to material deposition desorbs
native surface oxide and yields an ordered surf
structure.20 However, we were unable to observe LEE
spots after this treatment and Auger spectroscopy reve
that the surface oxide was desorbed but a consider
amount of carbon remained on the surface. Only after b
bardment with 500 eV Ar1 ions and subsequent annealing
the substrate above 600 °C for at least half an hour the
faces were found to be free of any contaminations and
fraction spots were visible.18 In the case of GaAs~001!, we
observed LEED patterns for a reconstructed surface sim
to previously published images.21 These LEED images an
the rectangular diffraction pattern observed in the case
GaAs~1̄10! made it possible to absolutely determine the cr
tallographic directions. Fe films were deposited onto Ga
substrates treated by either method in order to study the
fluence of the substrate surface structure on the propertie
the magnetic films.

Fe was evaporated at a rate of approximately 1 Å/m
and at a pressure below 5310210 mbar from the tip of a high
purity wire which was heated by electron bombardment. T
Fe evaporator was normal to the substrate surface to e
nate possible uniaxial magnetic anisotropies induced by
lique incidence evaporation as reported for Fe/MgO~001!.22

During growth all substrates were held at 150 °C, which
the average of temperatures reported previously to y
good epitaxial films.20,23 The thickness was monitored by
quartz crystal balance which was calibrated using a pro
meter on completed thick films. We estimate that thicknes
determined by this method are accurate to within 10%.

For Fe films deposited onto sputter-annealed GaAs~001!
substrates, a LEED pattern of cubic symmetry was pre
for all thicknesses. Sharp LEED spots were observed
incident electron energies corresponding to the Bragg co
tion for the three-dimensional reciprocal Fe lattice. Howev
for other energies the spots were broadened along the^110&
directions giving rise to cross-shaped diffraction featu
which indicate an irregular distribution of steps with edg
parallel to all four^110& directions on the surface. With in
creasing Fe film thickness, these cross-shaped diffrac
features become sharper and gradually split into four s
due to an increasing number of steps, which eventually le
348 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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to the formation of extended slope regions.18 In the case of
Fe/GaAs~1̄10! films, LEED spots were found to have ellipti-
cal shape indicating that the number of steps with edges p
allel to the@001# direction is higher than for the@110# direc-
tion. With increasing film thickness, the diffraction spot
become sharper, i.e., the step density decreases and the
surface becomes flatter as previously observed.24

For both GaAs orientations, Fe films deposited on
heated-only substrates did not show a diffraction image un
the thickness exceeded approximately 15 Å, indicating mo
disordered growth. For thicker Fe films the LEED spo
showed the same features as in the case of films grown
sputter-annealed substrates.

In situMOKE measurements were made on the samp
during growth using an electromagnet with a maximum fie
of 2.1 kOe, and an intensity stabilized HeNe~633 nm! laser
in the longitudinal MOKE geometry. Deposition was halte
during each sequence of MOKE measurements and a se
of loops were taken at different in-plane orientations of th
sample with respect to the applied field, corresponding to t
expected principal anisotropy axes. After removal of th
samples from the chamberex situ MOKE measurements
were used to verify the final anisotropy state observedin situ.
Ex situBrillouin light scattering~BLS! measurements were
used to quantify the magnetic properties of the films.25

III. RESULTS

A. (001) surface

A set of typicalin situ M–H curves for an Fe film of 73
Å total thickness deposited onto sputter-annealed GaAs~001!
is shown in Fig. 1. For each loop the MOKE intensity i
normalized to the signal obtained in the saturated state.
magnetic signal can be detected for films thinner than 10
Above this thickness, an almost linear field dependence
the magnetization is observed independently of the directi
of the applied field~not shown in the figure!. The magneti-
zation cannot be saturated with fields up to the maximu
available field of 2.1 kOe suggesting a paramagnetic state.
an Fe thickness of about 15 Å, a uniaxial IPMA has deve
oped with the hard and easy axes parallel to@110# and@1̄10#,
respectively, which dominates the anisotropy behavior. Aft
a gradual transition in the thickness range of 30–50 Å tw
easy axes are present~at 73 Å in Fig. 1!. They are almost 90°

FIG. 1. In situMOKE loops along four principal crystallographic directions
for an Fe/GaAs~001! film up to 73 Å thick.
Gester et al.
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apart and parallel tô100& as in bulk Fe indicating a state of
dominating cubic IPMA. This behavior is observed for a
samples, however, the absolute thickness range in which
change occurs depends on the substrate and growth co
tions.

The steplike features visible in the MOKE loops fo
fields applied close to thê110& axes arise from the trans-
verse magnetization component which can partly be sen
for the analyzer angle used, approximately 1° away fro
extinction with respect to the polarization direction of th
incident light.26 These steps are caused when the magneti
tion in the film plane jumps over each of the two hard ax
indicating the presence of cubic IPMA.14

Within the coherent rotation model, absolute values
the cubic and the uniaxial anisotropy fields could in princip
be determined from the saturation fields for the hard ax
directions. However, from the MOKE loops shown in Fig. 1
one can see that this method will not be very accurate a
instead the IPMA fields are determinedex situusing BLS for
Fe films in the thickness range of 20–1200 Å25 which were
protected against oxidation with a Cr layer.

The IPMA and the demagnetizing fields obtained fro
fitting the BLS data to calculated spin wave frequencies a
plotted as a function of thickness in Fig. 2.25 (4pM )eff is the

FIG. 2. The anisotropy fields and the effective demagnetizing field for ni
Fe/GaAs~001! samples derived from spin wave data obtained with BLS. Th
solid and open circles denote sputter-annealed and heated-only GaAs
strates, respectively. The crosses are taken from Ref. 20 and the dashed
represent the values for bulk Fe. The solid lines serve as guide to the
and the dotted line is proportional tot21.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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effective demagnetizing field which contains any perpe
dicular surface anisotropy contributions that may exist, a
K1 andKui are the cubic and in-plane uniaxial anisotropie
The solid and open circles denote Fe films deposited o
sputter-annealed and heated-only GaAs~001! substrates, re-
spectively. For comparison, the crosses mark FMR resu
obtained by Krebset al.20 As the film thickness increases
the cubic IPMA and the magnetization clearly approach t
values for bulk Fe~dashed lines! while the uniaxial IPMA
contribution drops to zero. Also, the three parameters app
to vary over roughly the same length scale. It is particular
important to note that there is much more scatter in the d
for the uniaxial anisotropy, emphasizing how sensitiveKui is
to the specific substrate and growth conditions which gi
rise to varying degrees of macroscopic and microscop
roughness.

B. (1̄10) surface

A typical set of normalizedin situ M–H curves for an
Fe film of 230 Å final thickness deposited onto ion
bombarded and annealed GaAs~1̄10! is presented in Fig. 3. A
clear magneto-optic signal can be detected from;10 Å on-
wards, which shows an easy axis loop for the@110# direction
and a hard axis loop for the@001# direction, in contrast to
bulk Fe. As the film grows thicker, the saturation field for th
loop along the@001# direction decreases, and steps devel
which are typical of an intermediate magnetization ax
Also, the coercive field strength of the easy axis loop in t
@110# direction decreases slightly as expected from a coh
ent rotation model in the presence of two competin
anisotropies as shown in the next section. With increas
thickness a square shaped MOKE loop also appears for
@001# direction at an Fe thickness of about 120 Å, indicatin
the simultaneous presence of two easy axes. This beha
suggests that at least two competing anisotropy energies
present in the film which favor alignment of the magnetiz
tion along different crystal axes each of which could have
significant thickness dependence. Beyond 120 Å, the roles
the @110# and @001# directions are interchanged. Now th
loop for @001# stays square and the steppedM –H loop is
observed along@110#. The magnetization curves for the two
intermediate crystallographic directions~@112#, w535.26°
and @111#, w554.74°! undergo changes of their shape, too

e
e
sub-
lines
eye

FIG. 3. In situMOKE loops along four principal crystallographic directions
for an Fe/GaAs~1̄10! film up to 230 Å thick.
349Gester et al.
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The presented sequence of loops implies that the hard a
orientation changes continuously from the@001# direction
toward the@111# direction and possibly on to the@110# di-
rection, while the easy axis suddenly switches from the@110#
to the @001# direction at some critical thickness.

The direction of the hard anisotropy axis in complete
films was determined usingex situMOKE. During reversal
of an applied field, the sense of rotation of the magnetizat
changes when the direction of the applied field correspon
to a hard or easy axis. This can be determined from MOK
loops which measure the component of magnetization p
pendicular to the applied field direction~M'!.14 In Fig. 4, we
present two sequences ofex situMOKE loops for both com-
ponents of the magnetization in the film plane,M i andM' ,
for an Fe film of 150 Å thickness. Figure 4~a! shows loops at
5° intervals around 55°—the@111# direction, while Fig. 4~b!
shows loops at 5° intervals around 90°—the@110# direction.
The arrows on theM'–H loops indicate the rotation sens
of the perpendicular magnetization component. A change
rotation sense occurs only close to 90°, implying that t

FIG. 4. The magnetization component parallelM i and perpendicularM' to
the applied field in the plane of a 230-Å-thick Fe/GaAs~1̄10! film measured
with ex situMOKE. The arrows mark the sense of the magnetization ro
tion which changes at the hard axis near 90° corresponding to the@110#
direction.
350 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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hard axis lies along the@110# direction and not along the
@111# direction as in bulk Fe.

The cubic and uniaxial anisotropy fields and the effe
tive demagnetizing field derived from BLS measureme
are shown in Fig. 5 together with the results from other a
thors. Again the magnetization and cubic anisotropy app
to approach the bulk value as the film thickness increas
while the uniaxial anisotropy changes sign from negative
positive.

IV. DISCUSSION

We will first illustrate how the continuous directiona
change of the net anisotropy axes, which we observedin situ
for epitaxial Fe/GaAs films, arises from a combination of
uniaxial IPMA and the cubic anisotropy. We then addre
the thickness dependence of the anisotropies and the ma
tization as revealed by BLS measurements and finally d
cuss possible origins of the uniaxial IPMA which is une
pected for symmetry reasons.

In order to understand the evolution of the IPMA wit
increasing Fe film thickness, we consider the total magne
anisotropy energy density for a film of cubic symmet
which is given for the case without an external field up
fourth order by

Fanisotropy
~cubic! 5K1~a1

2a2
21a2

2a3
21a3

2a1
2!1Ku'

eff ~ t !sin2 u,
~1!

a-

FIG. 5. The anisotropy fields and the effective demagnetizing field for
GaAs~1̄10! samples:d—this study,3—from Ref. 28,m—Al-coated andn
oxidized samples from Ref. 12. The dashed lines represent the value
bulk Fe and the solid lines serve as guide to the eye.
Gester et al.
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whereK1 denotes the cubic magnetocrystalline bulk anis
ropy which according to the Ne´el approach2 has no thickness
dependence,Ku'

eff (t) is the thickness dependent uniaxial pe
pendicular anisotropy which contains contributions from
volume, magnetocrystalline, and magnetoelastic terms
well as the demagnetizing energy which dominates for
films considered here.25 Thea1, a2, anda3 are the direction
cosines for the direction of the magnetization with respec
each cubic axis, wherea1 anda2 refer to in-plane axes, an
a3 to the out-of-plane axis. The angleu is the angle between
the film normal and the magnetization direction. An earl
study15 does not suggest the existence of a positive perp
dicular anisotropy favoring out-of-plane spin alignme
Even if a small surface anisotropy contribution is present,
canting out-of-plane can occur since its axis coincides w
the easy axes of the cubic anisotropy~positive in Fe!. Thus
the total free energy density is minimized foru590°.

Considering only the IPMA, we setu590° and obtain
from Eq. ~1! for the ~001! surface of a cubic crystal:

F IPMA
~001! 5 1

4K1 sin
2~2w! ~2!

and for the~1̄10! surface:

F IPMA
~ 1̄10!5 1

4K1~
3
4 sin

2~2w!1sin2 w!1Kui~ t !sin2 w, ~3!

where the second term, which corresponds to a unia
IPMA, has to be added for symmetry reasons.27 The azi-
muthal anglew is measured with respect to the@100# and
@001# directions for the~001! and ~1̄10! surfaces, respec
tively.

For ~001! oriented magnetic films, Eq.~2! contains only
a contribution from the constant cubic bulk anisotropy. T
is obviously not sufficient to describe the observed conti
ous evolution of the IPMA in thin Fe/GaAs~001! films.
Hence, a thickness dependent uniaxial IPMA,Kui(t), must
be added to Eq.~2!, and as indicated by the BLS results
Fig. 2, the cubic anisotropy should also depend ont:

F IPMA
~001! 5 1

4K1~ t !sin
2~2w!1Kui~ t !sin2~w145°!. ~4!

The phase shift of 45° takes into account that the unia
anisotropy hard axis is parallel to@110# in the thin film limit.
In Fig. 6, F IPMA

~001! is plotted qualitatively as a function of th
in-plane anglew for different ratios ofr5Kui(t)/K1(t) and
positive values ofK1(t) andKui(t). The two energy maxima
at 45° and 135°, which correspond to the hard magnetiza
axes, are inequivalent for nonzero uniaxial IPMA~i.e., ur u
.0!. The @110# axis is labeled as hard–hard~hard cubic
1hard uniaxial! and the@1̄10# hard–easy~hard cubic1easy
uniaxial!.14 The dots denote the angles of the easy a
which are defined by the energy minima. As long as
uniaxial anisotropy dominates,ur u.1, only one easy axis ex
ists parallel to@1̄10# in agreement with the MOKE loops fo
16 Å in Fig. 1. Two energy minima are present whenur u,1
and these move toward the^100& directions asr approaches
zero, i.e., when the uniaxial IPMA becomes negligible. T
is observed for Fe films thicker than 50 Å~e.g., 73 Å in Fig.
1!.

For ~1̄10! oriented magnetic films, the cubic anisotrop
K1 appearing in Eq.~3! also has a thickness dependence
indicated by the BLS results in Fig. 5:
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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F IPMA
~ 1̄10!5 1

4K1~ t !~
3
4 sin

2~2w!1sin2 w!1Kui~ t !sin2 w.
~5!

In Fig. 7, F IPMA
( 1̄10) is plotted qualitatively as function of the

in-plane anglew for different ratios ofr5Kui(t)/K1(t) with
K1(t).0. Up to the critical anisotropy ratior c520.25 the
absolute minimum is atw590°, which means the easiest axi
is parallel to@110# as observed within situMOKE for thin
Fe films~Fig. 3!. A second local minimum appears at 0° fo
r.21 which makes the@001# direction an intermediate axis
and gives rise to a kink in the magnetization curve when t
external field is reversed~at 66 Å in Fig. 3!. For r5r c , the

FIG. 6. The in-plane anisotropy energy density according to Eq.~4! at zero
field for a ~001! oriented magnetic film and different anisotropy ratios
r5Kui/K1 . The uniaxial hard axis is parallel to@110#. The dots denote the
energy minima.

FIG. 7. The in-plane anisotropy energy density at zero field according to E
~3! for Fe~1̄10! films with different anisotropy ratiosr5Kui/K1 . The solid
lines and the thicknesses refer to the case when only at21 dependent surface
anisotropy contributes toKui(t) and the anisotropy energies are the same
in the case of Fe/W~1̄10! ~Ref. 5!. The dots denote the energy minima.
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energy minima at 0° and 90° have the same value and t
equivalent easy axes exist simultaneously~at 118 Å in Fig.
3!. For thicker Fe/GaAs~1̄10! films, the absolute minimum is
at w50° which means the easiest axis is parallel to@001# as
in bulk Fe. The local minimum now at 90° makes the@110#
direction an intermediate axis and gives rise to kinks in t
MOKE loops ~from 145 Å onwards in Fig. 3!.

The same switching behavior of the in-plane easy ma
netization axis was found in Fe/W~1̄10! films.5 The authors
used the ansatz for the anisotropy energy density given
Eq. ~5! and assumed additionally that the magnetization
homogeneous across the entire film thickness,K1 is constant
and equals the value for bulk Fe~14.73105 erg/cm3!, and
Kui(t) arises only from magnetocrystalline interface aniso

ropy. In this case,F IPMA
( 1̄10) depends on the thickness onl

through the uniaxial IPMA which is given by
Kui(t)5Kui

(s)t21. Under these assumptions, the strength
the uniaxial IPMA can be easily determined from the critic
thicknesstc at which the two equivalent easy axes are o
served experimentally. For Fe films on W~1̄10!, tc was found
to be 105 Å and henceKui

(s)520.11 erg/cm2.5 Using this
result the anisotropy ratios can be expressed in terms of
Fe film thickness as indicated in Fig. 7. From the series ofin
situ magnetization curves presented in Fig. 3 for an F
GaAs~1̄10! film of 230 Å total thickness we obtaintc'120
Å, while the two easy axes are simultaneously observed at
Å for a different film of 100 Å total thickness which was
produced in another growth run. The fact that the prec
value for the critical thickness depends sensitively on t
growth conditions agrees with previously reported results11

However, the assumptions made above for Fe films
W~1̄10! are not applicable for the Fe/GaAs system. From t
BLS results in Fig. 5, it is obvious that neither the magne
zation is homogeneous across the entire film thickness no
the cubic anisotropy constant as in bulk Fe. In addition, if t
uniaxial IPMA contains only the Ne´el type interface anisot-
ropy, the energy maximum in Fig. 7 moves with increasin
film thickness fromw50° toward 55° which corresponds to a
shift of the hard anisotropy axis from@001# toward@111#, the
direction in bulk Fe. However, usingex situMOKE, we
established~Fig. 4! that in thick Fe/GaAs~1̄10! films the hard
axis is close to or aligned with the@110# direction in agree-
ment with previous observations.28 Only if we allow Kui(t)
to become increasingly positive, the corresponding ma

mum ofF IPMA
( 1̄10) shifts toward 90° and hence the hard magn

tization axis is finally parallel to the@110# direction when
Kui(t)>0.5K1 ~the dashed lines in Fig. 7!. The change of
sign from negative to positive forKui(t) is experimentally
confirmed by BLS~Fig. 5!. For the 230-Å-thick Fe film, the
BLS measurements yieldKui(t)50.61K1 .

25 Therefore, we
can conclude that at least one additional uniaxial IPMA co
tribution must be present which makes the@110# direction a
hard magnetization axis in the thick film limit.

This assumption is further confirmed by magnetizatio
curves calculated using the coherent rotation model.29 They
are shown in Fig. 8 for constant cubic anisotropyK1 and
three different values of the uniaxial IPMAKui(t) which
were derived from the BLS results for the 230-Å-thick F
352 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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sample and bulk saturation magnetization. The three sets
loops for different values ofKui(t) reproduce well the shape
of the MOKE loops for 66, 118, and 230 Å in Fig. 3, respec
tively. Also the observed decrease in the coercive field of t
square loops along the@110# direction with increasing thick-
ness agrees well with the calculation.

The above considerations of the balance betwe
uniaxial IPMA and cubic anisotropy provide a qualitativ
explanation for the switching of the anisotropy axes dire
tions as observedin situ in Fe films deposited onto
GaAs~001! and GaAs~1̄10! substrates. In both cases, we fin
a uniaxial IPMA contribution which is not expected from
symmetry considerations and of the same order of magnitu
as the cubic anisotropyK1. The quantitative BLS measure
ments confirm thatKui(t) continues to increase beyond 20
Å in ~1̄10! oriented Fe films while it drops to zero only a
thicknesses over 500 Å in~001! oriented films. The thickness
dependence of both the magnetization and the cubic anis
ropy is similar for Fe films deposited onto either~001! or
~1̄10! GaAs substrates. 2K1/M and (4pM )eff are reduced up
to about 200 Å and approach the bulk values for large thic
nesses.

As mentioned in Sec. I, there are different mechanism
which can give rise to thickness dependent magnetic prop
ties in thin films:~i! reduced symmetry at the surface or th
edges of atomic steps,~ii ! intermixing of atoms at the inter-
face, and~iii ! strain. In the following, we will first introduce
these three mechanisms with respect to the Fe–GaAs sys
and consider their contribution to the observed thickness
pendence of the magnetization and the cubic anisotropy.

~i! Besides the surface anisotropy introduced earlier
this section, atomic steps at the surface of a magnetic fi
give rise to a step anisotropy which is proportional t
rst(t)t

21. The step densityrst(t) is constant for steps at the
film–substrate interface, however, at the free surface,rst(t)
can change during film growth and depend on the total fi
thickness. We observed with LEED~Sec. II! that the step
density increases during growth in the case of Fe/GaAs~001!
and decreases in the case of Fe/GaAs~1̄10!, but the thickness
dependence of 2K1/M and (4pM )eff is similar in both cases
~Figs. 2 and 5!. Therefore, the steps at the surface of th
Fe/GaAs films are unlikely to account for the thickness d
pendence of the magnetization or the cubic anisotropy.

FIG. 8. Calculated magnetization curves for Fe~1̄10! films with positive
cubic anisotropyK1 and different values of the in-plane uniaxial anisotrop
Kui .
Gester et al.
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~ii ! The presence of As atoms in the Fe matrix w
clearly revealed by photoelectron spectroscopy for Fe fil
deposited onto both GaAs~001!30,31 and GaAs~1̄10!
substrates.32 Segregation of As was observed at the surfa
of about 100-Å-thick Fe films using Auger electro
spectroscopy.20 As pointed out previously,20 the phase dia-
gram for the Fe–As binary system shows that Fe2As and
As-dopeda-Fe will be the dominant phases for low As con
centrations. This is believed to account for the observ
variation of the magnetization with thickness since any ki
of Fe–As compound will modify the electronic structure
the Fe atoms and reduce its magnetic moment. Since
anisotropy energy in bulk Fe scales with the magnetizat
~the tenth power in the case of the fourth-order cubic b
anisotropy!,33K1 is expected to have a thickness depende
over the same length scale as that of the magnetizatio
agreement with our BLS results~Figs. 2 and 5!.

~iii ! Strain in epitaxial films gives rise to magnetoelas
anisotropy which falls as t21 if it is relaxed via
dislocations.34 For symmetry reasons, homogeneous late
strain in cubic films contributes to the in-plane anisotro
only for ~1̄10! and not for~001! oriented films. Nevertheless
thickness dependent cubic in-plane anisotropy was pr
ously observed and attributed to strain in systems such
Fe/Ag~001!35 and Co/Cu~001!.36 Pseudomorphic Fe films on
GaAs are compressed due to a lattice mismatch of 1.3
The analysis of the separation of RHEED streaks for Fe fil
deposited onto GaAs~1̄10! suggests that strain is relaxed a
ter 200 Å via dislocations24 which are on the same lengt
scale as the observed variation of the magnetization and
bic anisotropy. In Fe/GaAs films additional strain can
induced by the As atoms which are found to occupy fa
centered sites in the bcc Fe lattice.31 Thus the presence of As
in the Fe film can affect the thickness dependence of
magnetic properties not only through chemical but also m
netoelastic interaction.20

The unexpected uniaxial IPMA in Fe/GaAs~001! films
can be attributed to the structure of the GaAs substrate
face. Removing the surface oxide by ion bombardment
lowed by annealing retains a Ga terminated GaAs~001! sur-
face. The dangling bonds of the Ga atoms are direc
parallel to the@110# direction and break the cubic symmetr
at the surface. Pairing of these bonds leads
reconstructions37 which we clearly identified with LEED.18

STM images show that the reconstructed Ga-rich~001! sur-
face consists of rows of missing Ga dimers parallel to
@110# direction leading to the formation of trenches 8 Å wide
and 2 Å deep.38 Hence, the undersurface of the Fe film w
contain atomic steps with edges parallel to the@110# direc-
tion which give rise to a uniaxial IPMA proportional to th
inverse film thickness. Our BLS results forKui(t) ~the
circles in Fig. 2! follow approximately at21 dependence as
indicated by the dotted line. The fact that the scatter of
data points is greater for the uniaxial anisotropy field than
2K1/M and (4pM )eff underlines the strong influence of th
substrate surface on the uniaxial IPMA.

Our assumption of a substrate induced uniaxial IPMA
further supported by the results obtained for Fe films gro
on other substrates with a fourfold surface symmetry such
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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Ag~001!. The in situ M–H curves in Fig. 9 for a 12-Å-thick
Fe film deposited onto an Ag~001! buffer grown on
GaAs~001! exhibit fourfold symmetry with the easy axes
parallel to thê 100& directions as in bulk Fe. This is clearly
different when compared with the MOKE loops for the 16
Å-thick Fe film on GaAs~001! in Fig. 1. Uniaxial IPMA was
also not found in thin Fe films on W~001!39 or MgO~001!.40

While the sample normal was always parallel to the F
beam, we found that the uniaxial hard axis is parallel to th
@110# direction in all Fe films deposited onto GaAs~001! re-
gardless of the azimuthal orientation during growth. Thu
the possible effect of the geometrical arrangement durin
growth can be clearly ruled out as the origin of the uniaxia
IPMA. The same orientation of the uniaxial hard axis with
respect to the step edges was observed in Fe films depos
onto stepped W~001! substrates.39

We also investigated the structure of the Fe vacuum i
terface which was not accessible in previous studies of t
Fe/GaAs system but which could also influence the aniso
ropy behavior. For~001! oriented Fe films, our LEED im-
ages clearly reveal the presence of surface steps with ed
predominantly parallel to all four̂110& directions.18 How-
ever, we do not believe that the resulting magnetic step a
isotropy contributes to the uniaxial IPMA for two reasons
First, the diffraction pattern showed cubic symmetry for a
thicknesses with no detectable difference of the spot broa
ening in either the@110# or @1̄10# direction. Second, the
LEED spot profiles indicate that the surface roughness a
hence the step density increases as the Fe deposition con
ues which confirms previous observations.20 We found that
the number of steps at the Fe–vacuum interface increases
such a way that the ratio of the roughness amplitude to t
total film thickness remains constant.18 Hence, the step den-
sity rst(t) is proportional tot and the resulting step anisot-
ropy becomes independent of the film thickness in contrast
our BLS results forKui(t) ~Fig. 2!.

As mentioned in Sec. II, we also investigated the influ

FIG. 9. In situMOKE loops for 12 Å Fe on a Ag~001! buffer layer.
353Gester et al.
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ence of the substrate preparation method on the propertie
the Fe film. In a particular experiment, we mounted a sing
piece of GaAs~001! onto our sample holder with a mask ove
one-half. The uncovered half was ion bombarded and t
mask removed afterwards. The substrate was then anne
and Fe evaporated onto the whole surface area allowin
direct comparison between films on sputter-annealed a
heated-only GaAs without any uncertainties due to slight d
ferences of the substrate material or the annealing tempe
ture. A 17-Å-thick Fe film grown on the sputter-anneale
half of the GaAs~001! substrate showed a clear LEED pa
tern while no diffraction spots were visible for the same F
film deposited onto the heated-only half. TheM –H curves
obtainedin situ for two such Fe films are shown in Fig. 10
In contrast to the film structure, the magnetic properties a
very similar. Only the coercivities for the easy@1̄10# and
intermediate@010# axis are slightly larger for the Fe film on
the ion bombarded and subsequently annealed substrate
dicating that the structural quality of the film is slightly bet
ter on this substrate in agreement with the LEED results. T
kind of substrate used also does not affect qualitatively t
evolution of the anisotropy but the thickness range varies
which the transition from the uniaxial to the cubic dominate
anisotropy state occurs.

In view of these results, we conclude for the anneale
only films that crystallographically ordered areas exist on t
surface which extend over a length scale too small to
detected with LEED. This implies that the structural leng
scale responsible for the magnetic anisotropies is extrem
small ~approximately 25 Å! and explains the sensitivity of
the magnetic properties to minute differences in the grow
process. This is reflected by the scattering of the data in Fi
2 and 5, where each point represents a different sample.

The case of Fe films deposited onto GaAs~1̄10! is more
complex because at least two uniaxial IPMA contribution
are present as we have shown earlier in this section. Assu
ing that one contribution is given by the Ne´el type surface
anisotropy, we can write:

FIG. 10. In situ MOKE loops for 17 Å Fe deposited onto~a! a sputter-
annealed GaAs~001! substrate and~b! a heated-only substrate.
354 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 1, 1 July 1996
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Kui~ t !5
Kui

~s!

t
1Kui

~2!~ t !, ~6!

whereKui
(S),0, so that the@110# direction is an easy magne-

tization axis at small thicknesses. In order to account for t
change of sign ofKui(t),Kui

(2) must be positive and decrease
less rapidly with thickness thant21.

This requirement rules out the possibility that atomi
steps at either Fe interface are the source of the sec
uniaxial anisotropy contributionKui

(2). Anisotropy arising
from steps at the Fe–substrate interface would always
proportional tot21 regardless of the detailed structure at th
undersurface. For the free surface of~1̄10! oriented Fe films,
our RHEED results indicate that the step densityrst(t) de-
creases with increasing film thickness and hence a poss
uniaxial IPMA would fall more rapidly with thickness than
t21.

Lateral strain in the Fe film due to the lattice mismatc
at the interface also cannot account forKui

(2) because it would
favor alignment of the magnetization parallel to@110# like
Kui
(S).12 Thus the available structural information is not suffi

cient to explain the continuous shift of the hard axis from th
@111# direction toward the@110# in Fe/GaAs~1̄10! films
which we observed within situMOKE and BLS. However,
as we have seen in the case of Fe/GaAs~001! films, the mag-
netic properties depend on structural features which exte
only over few atoms which cannot be observed with LEED
It is also possible that the parametrization in Eq.~6! is not
sufficient.

V. SUMMARY

We show in this article that the magnetic properties
epitaxial Fe single films on GaAs~001! and ~1̄10! substrates
vary continuously with increasing film thickness using th
magneto-optic Kerr effect during film deposition. The in
plane anisotropy fields are quantitatively measured for a
lection of Cr coated Fe films using BLS. In Fe films of bot
orientations, we find a uniaxial IPMA contribution which is
unexpected for symmetry reasons. In the case of F
GaAs~001! films, we identify steps at the GaAs–Fe interfac
due to the substrate surface structure as the source of
uniaxial IPMA. From our LEED study, we conclude tha
steps at the top surface of the~001! oriented Fe films are not
responsible for the uniaxial IPMA. Homogeneous later
strain or steps at the interfaces cannot account for t
uniaxial anisotropy behavior which we observed in F
GaAs~1̄10! films. Finally, the comparison of magnetic prop
erties in Fe films deposited onto GaAs with different degre
of crystalline order at the substrate surfaces allows us
conclude that the magnetic anisotropies in thin films are d
termined by atomic scale order.
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